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WATER RISK IS LINKED TO OTHER SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES
Water risk

o Water is a scarce resource
o Extreme weather events have water at
their heart
o Untreated water and its impact on
human health, biodiversity and climate
change

Climate change

o Climate change endangers food
security
o Sea level rise, storms and floods
threaten water-infrastructure
o Oceans are the single largest tank for
CO2 emissions¹ while carbon sinks in
forests are being lost

Biodiversity loss

o Climate, pollution and changes in
land and sea use are contributing
to species loss
o Freshwater species’ populations
have declined by 84% since 1970
compared to a 68% drop across all
species²

o Water risks have been exported to
emerging markets

o 70% of terrestrial biodiversity loss
is as a result of agriculture
production²

o Water-related investments can be
unattractive

o Agriculture accounts for 70% of
freshwater withdrawals³

o Water is not priced correctly
¹ Science (May 2019). The oceanic sink for anthropogenic CO 2 from 1994 to 2007; ² WWF (September 2020). Living Planet Report 2020; FAO (2017). Water for sustainable food and agriculture
Source: DWS Investments GmbH (June 2021)
For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
Not for distribution to private/retail investors. For institutional investors only.
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THE FINANCIAL MATERIALITY OF WATER RISK
! 51% of the world’s population, 46% of global GDP and 40% of global grain production are forecast to be in areas facing high water
risk by 20501
! The 100 cities expected to suffer the greatest rise in water risk by 2050, from Beijing, Jakarta, Johannesburg to Istanbul, Hong
Kong and Rio de Janeiro, are home to at least 350 million people2
! Floods caused US$45.9 billion in economic losses in 2019 with cumulative losses of over US$1 trillion since 19803
! Over 50% of the holdings in the S&P 500, Russell 3000, MSCI World and MSCI Emerging Markets indices were found to be in
industries of medium to high water risk and notably those in the oil & gas, chemicals, semiconductors, food and beverage sectors4
! Companies risk losing up to a combined US$301 billion in business value if the do not address water risks5
! 2.2 billion people do not have access to safe drinking water despite the United Nations declaration of the human right to water6
¹ WWF Water Risk Filter scenarios; World Development Report 2019; ² WWF (October 2020). Cities face alarming rise in water risks and must urgently invest in greater resilience; ³ WRI (April 2020). New
data shows millions of people, trillions in property at risk from flooding; 4 Ceres (2017). Water footprinting analysis of major global indices; 5 CDP (April 2021). A wave of change: The role of companies ion
building a water-secure world; 6 WHO (June 2019). WHO and UNICEF update estimates for water, sanitation and hygiene
Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.
For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
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ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGES OF WATER RISK
!

The fragmented nature of water regulation. 50 years after the EU’s Charter on Water Resources, only marginal progress has been
made on improving water risk

!

The characteristics of water investments, which have long asset lives, low cash returns, high capital intensity and high financial
leverage

!

Misplaced belief that water is plentiful and cheap and water risks are often offshored or ignored

!

Little economic incentive in buying ESG products or impact products in a world where investment product fees are important

!

Insufficient disclosure and data providers who are unregulated and conflicted

!

Population growth and climate change are making a bad situation even worse

!

The importance of such issues demonstrates why we need to change the mind-set of water and move from a linear model of access
to a circular life-cycle approach where the costs through the cycle are taken into account

Source: DWS Research Institute (November 2020). A transformational framework for water risk www.dws.com/insights/global-research-institute/a-transformational-framework-for-water-risk/;
Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.
For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
Not for distribution to private/retail investors. For institutional investors only.
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MOVING FROM A RISK MANAGEMENT TO IMPACT
APPROACH

Financial materiality
of water risk

Environmental and social
materiality

“Outside in”

“Inside out”

Impact of the world on the
investor and investees

Impact of the investor and
investees on the world

Source: DWS Investments GmbH (June 2021)
For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
Not for distribution to private/retail investors. For institutional investors only.
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WATER RISK FROM AN ASSET CLASS PERSPECTIVE
Strategy

Effective if…

Certainty of real
world change

Impact or real asset
investing

Focused where additional capital may
make a difference

High

Equity
engagement

Pursues realistic change with the correct
targets, with sufficient depth

High

Fixed income tilting or
divestment

The debt cost of capital for laggard companies may
increase due to investors shunning their bonds, and if the
debt cost of capital reduces for leading companies

Medium

Fixed income
engagement

Sufficiently broad and deep engagement by
investors, stronger fixed income investor rights

Medium

Sovereign bond
engagement

Sufficiently broad and deep engagement by
investors with governments

Medium

Equity tilting or
divestment

Policy is made public and leads to a
potential societal shift

Low

Equity best-inclass

Corporates change policies and capex
decisions in response to investors

Low

Source: DWS analysis based on Preventable Surprises, June 2018
Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or
incorrect.
For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
Not for distribution to private/retail investors. For institutional investors only.
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BUILDING A TRANSFORMATIONAL FRAMEWORK
!

We need to reassess and redefine the roles of the different functions along the ‘investment chain’ by bringing back the
concept of the separation of powers:
o Governments should legislate: using the EU Water Charter to guide policies
o Accountants should measure: We need a full ESG Globally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) with auditing of
countries, companies and investors regarding their fully environmental and social impacts
o Investors should invest: implement an investment framework across all asset classes with a clear distinction
between ‘do nothing’, ESG integration (outside-in) and impact/transformational investment (inside out)

!

Governments should apply a ‘sustainability fee’ to investment products that are not addressing the sustainability challenge

Source: DWS Research Institute (November 2020). A transformational framework for water risk https://www.dws.com/en-gb/insights/global-research-institute/a-transformational-framework-for-water-risk/
Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.

For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
Not for distribution to private/retail investors. For institutional investors only.
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GOVERNANCE, REGULATION AND PRIVATE CAPITAL
Regulatory quality* and private investment in water infrastructure
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* Regulatory Quality captures perceptions of the ability of the
government to formulate and implement sound policies and
regulations that permit and promote private sector
development. Percentile rank indicates the country's rank
among all countries covered by the aggregate indicator, with 0
corresponding to lowest rank, and 100 to highest rank.
Interactive tools for exploring the data, and full access to the
underlying source data available at www.govindicators.org

Source: DWS Infrastructure Research (January 2021). The Shape of Water Infrastructure. How Governance, Regulation and Private Capital May Help Address the Global Water Security Challenge
UK: Regulatory quality score 93.75; Private investment in water infrastructure total per capita USD808
For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)).
Not for distribution to private/retail investors. For institutional investors only.
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Q&A
Michael Lewis

Valuing Water for
Investors
Ambika Jindal, Lead Valuing Water Initiative
Water Risk across asset classes
10 June 2021
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The UN Valuing Water Principles
Recognize and embrace water’s multiple values to
different groups and interests in all decisions affecting water.
Reconcile values and build trust – conduct all processes
to reconcile values in ways that are equitable, transparent
and inclusive.
Protect the sources, including watersheds, rivers,
aquifers, associated ecosystems, and used water
flows for current and future generations.
Educate to empower – promote education and awareness
among all stakeholders about the intrinsic value of water and
its essential role in all aspects of life.
Invest and innovate – ensure adequate investment in
institutions, infrastructure, information and innovation to realize
the many benefits derived from water and reduce risks.

13

The Valuing Water Initiative
Creating a value proposition to
mobilize atypical and mainstream
actors towards better decisions

Seeking collaboration to build
on the work of others like
partners rather than compete

Focusing on realistic and
pragmatic areas of work

Looking at old things with a systemic
change and values lens to gain lessons
learned on bringing transformation

14

Have you ever felt this way
◎ Water security is what governments need to do.
◎ SDG 6, water security for all is about access to toilets and taps- that’s not what
investors do. That’s what taxes are for.
◎ I can invest in some water solutions but only if they’re large enough, fit in my risk
appetite and are financially sound. Somebody needs to make these bankable.
◎ Extreme water events are too rare to make any impacts in the models we use to
make decisions.
◎ We are focussing on climate and thinking of biodiversity. I don’t have time to add
another topic.

15

16

What happens when governments
fail

16

17

How is VWI mobilizing investors
◎ With Ceres, The Valuing Water Finance Task Force endorse and communicate the Valuing Water
Principles into actionable, investor-backed expectations for companies. This work will spark a
large-scale global investor campaign and ensure thousands of companies are acting on the
Valuing Water Expectations for Companies.
◎ With CDP and Water Footprint Network, we are developing and implementing a new waterrelated disclosure framework for action and accountability focused on the financial sector,
aligned with and beyond the TCFD recommendations. This will help to rank financiers, promote
leaders and boost ambition amongst laggards.
Valuing Water Finance Taskforce: AustralianSuper, California State Controller Betty T. Yee, California State Teachers Retirement System

(CalSTRS), Cathay Financial Holdings, Cathay Life Insurance, Government Employees Pension Fund of South Africa (GEPF), HESTA, Illinois State
Treasurer Michael W. Frerichs, Local Authority Pension Fund Forum (LAPFF), New York State Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli, New York State
Common Retirement Fund, New York City Comptroller Scott M. Stringer, PGGM Investments, Sweden’s Sjunde AP-fonden (AP7), Sweden’s
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken (SEB)

17

Because what VWI wants you to feel is
◎ I see companies losing their license to operate, paying huge fines and having to
move operations because they’re running out of water. We need to set some
investment criteria around this.
◎ Water is not an isolated topic. Without water security, the financial profits I rely on
are at risk- especially with companies in thirsty sectors like food, beverage,
mining, textile, energy.
◎ Washing hands was the first line of defense to keep company workforces healthy.
Without water, they stood no chance. We have to engage with companies to
ensure their workforces and supply chains are resilient and healthy.
◎ Regulators and disclosures are increasingly asking questions about how we
engage on water. We need to ensure we stay ahead of our peers

18

Questions..?
Thank you
Contact: Ambika Jindal
Ambika.Jindal@minbuza.nl

19

Q&A
Ambika Jindal

Data, data
everywhere!
June, 2021
Cate Lamb – Global Director, Water Security

STATE OF WATER DISCLOSURE 2020

22

#CDPWater | @CDP
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CDP’S WATER SECURITY QUESTIONNAIRE:

a framework for action on water stewardship
W0

Introduction
W6
Governance

{

24

W1

W2

W4

W3

Current state

Business
impacts

Procedures

Risks &
opportunities

W7

W8

W9

W10

Business
strategy

Targets

Current state:
• Dependence
• Company-wide water accounting
• Value chain engagement

Verification

W5
Facility-level
accounting

Signoff

{ Procedures:
• Water-related risk assessment?
" Yes: describe process
" No: explain why
#CDPWater | @CDP

CDP’S WATER SECURITY QUESTIONNAIRE:
a framework for action on water stewardship
W0

Introduction
W6
Governance

W1

Current state
W7
Business
strategy

W2
Business
impacts
W8

Targets

{ Risks & Opportunities:
• Definition of substantive risk
• Water-related risks and response
• Water-related opportunities
25

W3

W4

Procedures

Risks &
opportunities

W9

W10

Verification

W5
Facility-level
accounting

Signoff

{ Governance:
• Company’s water policy
• Board oversight
• Employee incentives
#CDPWater | @CDP

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS CAN BE HUGE
{ Vale Brumadinho Dam Collapse Brazil 2019,
Clean-up costs US$ 4.7 bn
{ Tech Resources: plan US$ 450-700m to
mitigate pollution in Elk Valley, Canada
{ Duke Energy Corporation: US$ 4.4bn potential
closure costs in response to coal ash regulations

26

CDP DATA INSIGHTS

27

#CDPWater | @CDP

CDP SCORES – A SINGLE INDICATOR OF
PERFORMANCE
{ Public methodologies incentivize and guide responders
{ A to F scores published on CDP website
{ Each responder and authority issued a feedback chart
{ Scores are integrated into mainstream financial products
e.g. Goldman Sachs CDP Environment World index

28

CDP DISCLOSURE | @CDP

WHO USES CDP DATA?

200+ global
purchasing
companies

590+
CDP investor
signatories

9,500+
disclosing
companies
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#CDPWater | @CDP

INVESTOR USE CASES
{ NBIM found that
the majority of
companies with
strong water
performance
reported through
CDP’s Water
Security
Questionnaire

100%

% of companies per score bracket
having responded to CDP, 2020
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30

Relatively
weak

Average

Relatively
strong

Strong
#CDPWater | @CDP

CDP WATER DATA IN INVESTMENT DECISIONS
{ by 590+ CDP signatories
•

to screen companies

•

to assess the water risk/impact of their portfolio

•

to engage companies: seek clarification, hold companies accountable and identify improvements

•

to build “house ratings” (can be the “E” input to an internal ESG rating) or using it to complement
other ratings

{ in financial indices (e.g., Euronext CDP Water Eurozone Index)
{ in research products and ratings

31

www.cdp.net | @CDP

THE POWER OF TRANSPARENCY

{Financial institutions subject to
new disclosure requirements
reduced their financing of fossil
energy companies by 40%, when
compared to investors in other
European countries

32

https://publications.banque-france.fr/en/showing-cleaner-handsmandatory-climate-related-disclosure-financial-institutions-andfinancing

#CDPWater | @CDP

Join CDP’s Non-Disclosure Campaign
Non-Disclosure Campaign 2017-2020

{Companies engaged in
the NDC were on average
2.3 times more likely to
disclose
{25% average YOY growth
in participating investors &
targeted companies
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2020 response rates for
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{In 2020, 108 investors
engaged 1,025 companies
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THANK YOU!

Q&A
Cate Lamb

Q&A
Piet Klop

Thank you.
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Disclaimers

DISCLAIMER
This marketing communication is intended for professional clients only.
DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and its subsidiaries under which they operate their business activities. The respective legal entities offering
products or services under the DWS brand are specified in the respective contracts, sales materials and other product information documents. DWS, through DWS Group
GmbH & Co. KGaA, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively “DWS”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the following basis.
This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. Before making an investment
decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided by DWS Group,
are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/discussion purposes only
and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice.
The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any research department within DWS and is not investment research. Therefore, laws and regulations relating to
investment research do not apply to it. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other legal entities of DWS or their departments including
research departments.
The information contained in this document does not constitute a financial analysis but qualifies as marketing communication. This marketing communication is neither
subject to all legal provisions ensuring the impartiality of financial analysis nor to any prohibition on trading prior to the publication of financial analyses.
This document contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models and
hypothetical performance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed constitute the author‘s judgment as of the date of this document. Forward looking statements
involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/ or consideration of different or additional factors could have a material impact
on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is made by DWS as to the
reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking statements or to any other financial information contained in this document. Past performance is not guarantee of
future results.
We have gathered the information contained in this document from sources we believe to be reliable; but we do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness or fairness of
such information. All third party data are copyrighted by and proprietary to the provider. DWS has no obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise
notify the recipient in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
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DISCLAIMER
Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The value of
investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of any
investment are possible even over short periods of time. The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk considerations,
contained in the offering documents. When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation relating to any transaction.
No liability for any error or omission is accepted by DWS. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may not prove
valid. DWS or persons associated with it may (i) maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or options, and (ii) purchase or sell, make a
market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation.
DWS does not give taxation or legal advice. Prospective investors should seek advice from their own taxation agents and lawyers regarding the tax consequences on the
purchase, ownership, disposal, redemption or transfer of the investments and strategies suggested by DWS. The relevant tax laws or regulations of the tax authorities may
change at any time. DWS is not responsible for and has no obligation with respect to any tax implications on the investment suggested.
This document may not be reproduced or circulated without DWS written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or
regulation in certain countries, including the United States.
This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other
jurisdiction, including the United States, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject DWS to any
registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to
inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions.
© 2021 DWS International GmbH / DWS Investment GmbH
Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
© 2021 DWS Investments UK Limited
CRC: 083598_1.0 (3 June 2021)
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